
BGP Basics 

 
 

BGPv4 - RFC 4271 - IPv6 support 

Path vector routing protocol 

EGP Routing between AS'es 

Classless 

Transit Area - Area used to reach other areas. Requires full routing table (no 
default routes). To not be a transit area only advertise your own routes. 
 
 

BGP Uses TCP 179 

iBGP - BGP Peers in the same AS 

eBGP - BGP Peers in different AS's 

 
 

64512 - 65535 Private BGP ASN 

 
 

BGP Router Processes 

 
 

BGP Router - Maintain BGP Neighbors/sessions, process incoming updates 
from peers, update RIB *Biggest process 

BGP I/O - Read, Write, Execute BGP Messages  
BGP Scanner - BGP "House cleaning" Looks at at BGP RIB and to ensure next 
hops are still valid Every 60 seconds. 
 
 

BGP Path Attributes 
 
 

Origin - Well-Known Mandatory 

Specifies the origin of the route in the routing table. Can be from an IGP, 
EGP, or Incomplete (Learned via redistribution, this origin of the route can not 
be determined). IGP Routes are preferred (Via the network command), 
followed by EGP and lastly Incomplete routes. 
 
 

 
 



AS_Path - Well-Known Mandatory 

Sequence of ASN the route goes through. When a BGP Sends an update 
packet to an eBGP neighbor it's AS is pre-pended to the AS_PATH 

 
 

Next_Hop - Well-Known Mandatory 

IP Address that is to be used to reach the advertised destination. 
 
 

Local_Pref - Well-Known Discretionary 

Used between iBGP neighbors/within confederations for putting a preference 
on particular routes/destinations for egress traffic. 
 
 

ATOMIC_AGGREGATE - Well-Known Discretionary 

1 Summary Route advertised between AS's, issue summary command. 
 
 

AGGREGATOR - Optional Transitive 

Router that performed the summarization. Will be shown as the BGP Router 
ID 

 
 

Community - Optional Transitive 

Used to define a common property for prefixes/groups More then one 
community can be applied to a prefix/group. 
Communities are 4 bytes in length. 
Communities are displayed in the following format AS:CommunityNumber, 
issuing the ip bgp-community new-format command from Global Config 
mode displays communities in this format. 

 Well Known Communities - Found in RFC 1997, predefined actions are 
taken when these communities are matched. 



o  
 Private Communities - Allow network engineers to set specific actions 

for individual communities. 

 
 

 
 

Multi_Exit_Disc (MED) - Optional Non-Transitive 

Similiar to Local_Pref except this attribute is used influence the incoming 
traffic path (Into the AS from eBGP neighbors). The lower the value the more 
preferred the route is. 
This attribute is also know as INTER_AS in BGPv2 and BGPv3 

 

ORIGINATOR_ID - Optional Non-Transitive 

Loop prevention method for Route Reflectors (RR). 

This is the router ID of either the BGP Speaker that originates routes with an AS or is BGP 

border router if a route is learned via eBGP. 

 

CLUSTER_LIST - Optional Non-Transitive 

Lists CLUSTER_ID's that a prefix traverses when using RR's. 

 

BGP Path Selection 
 

1. Highest Weight - Locally significant, Cisco Proprietary 

2. Highest LOCAL_PREF - Cisco default is 100 Including with iBGP update. Carries over 

confederations. 

3. Locally originated router 

4. AS_PATH - Shortest A  

1. AS Path is preferred  

1. bgp bestpath as-path ignore will bypass this variable. 



 

5. ORIGIN  

1. IGP > EGP > ?  - Incomplete. 

6. MED - Lowest 

7. eBGP Paths preferred over iBGP paths 

8. Lowest iBGP Path 

9. Oldest route in routing table 

10. Lowest router ID 

 

BGP Route Reflectors 

 

Removes full mesh requirement. 

If a non-route reflector client sends an update only route reflector clients get the update. 

If an update is sent from a route reflector client then every iBGP neighbor gets the update. 

Cluster-ID used for loop prevention. If a routers own Cluster-ID is found in an update it discards 

it, since it sourced the update. 

Cluster-ID should be the same on all route reflectors. 

Updates always sent to eBGP neighbors. 

Router Reflector clients should only be connected to Route Reflectors, and not to other route 

reflector clients. 

 

 

BGP Confederations 

 

Allow you split up an AS into smaller AS's (Or sub-AS's) 

Confederations are invisible to eBGP neighbors outside the AS but are visible to those inside the 

same AS. 

 

Loop prevention for confederations, are added the AS_Path 

AS_CONFRED_SEQUENCE - Order set of member AS numbers the local confederation the 

route traveled 

AS_CONFRED_SET - Un-order set of member AS numbers the local confederation the route 

traveled 

 

Shown in "( )" parentheses in the ASPath attribute in the bgp routing table. 

 

 

 
 



 
 
BGP Route Dampening 

 

Described in RFC 2429. 

Route dampening obly effect external BGP routes, this also prevents flapping routes from 

causing instability within BGP. This also effect routes, not prefixes/address. 

 History State -Assigned after a singal route flap. 

 Penalty - Penalty of 1000 for a single route flap, if an attribute is changed the penalty is 

500. These penalties are hard coded and can not be changed. 

 Suppress limit - Default suppress limit is 2000 (and is configurable) so a route needs to 

flap 3 times to be dampened, when this limit is reach the route is dampened. 

 Damp State - In this state the route is not advertised, and is not considered to be a 'best 

path' either. 

 Half life - Amount of time that passes before the penalty on a route is cut in half. 

 Re-use limit - When a route's penalty falls below this re-use limit is un-suppressed, when 

the route's penalty is half of the re-use limit it is considered usable again. 

 Max Suppress limit - Keeps a route suppressed for a longer period of time, only applied 

when a particular flaps excessively. Default is 60 minutes. 

All these parameters can be configured in a route map and assigned globally. 

Command Syntax 
router bgp asn 

bgp dampening half-life reuse-limit suppress-limit max-suppress-limit 

 

sh ip bgp dampening parameters - To see dampening parameters. 

sh ip bgp dampening flap-stat 

sh ip bgp dampening dampened-path 
 


